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May 3, 2020May 26, 2020 Benchmark Support Team TOEFL, TOEFL Writing toefl calculator, toefl score, toefl score online, toefl score report Most often, TOEFL is administered online and consists of 4 sections: Reading, Listening, Speaking and Writing. Each section first receives a raw score and then scales between 0
and 30. Then these 4 points are added to a final score between 0 and 120. First, let's see how the raw scores are calculated for each section. So let's see how to scale the gross scores to 30. Gross scores Each section has a different format and structure, so the gross scores of each section also differ. ToeFL Sections
Calculations Gross Score Reading of The Score Range Section 1 point per question* 0-45 Listening section 1 point by question 0-34 Talking Section 0-4 score per task 0-24 Writing Section 0-5 score per task 0-10 *Except the Question Reading to Learn that is worth 2 points. Reading section The Reading Section is
administered through multiple choice questions. The number of questions may vary depending on the number of reading passes. The average question is 44. Each correct answer is worth one point, except for the Reading to Learn question. There is usually only one Reading to Learn question, and it is worth 2 points.
Therefore, the gross score for the Reading Section is from 0 to 45. Listening section The Listening Section is also administered through multiple choice questions. The number of questions may vary depending on the number of audio clips, but there are usually only 34 questions. Each correct answer is worth one point,
so the raw score for the Listening Section is 0 to 34. Speech Section The Speech Section is administered through six tasks. Each task is scored individually and totaled for a raw score. The tasks of the Speech Section are scored between 0 and 4, so a total gross score in this section is between 0 and 24. Here is the
rubric for the Speech Section: 0 = Did not respond, responded in a language other than English, or the speech was incomprehensible. 1 = The speech was minimally related to the theme, the speech presented numerous errors, was agitated and/or was largely incomprehensible. 2 = The speech was stuck mainly to the
topic, but did not completely answer the question or followed the prompt. The speech was basically intelligible, but it had several errors in pronunciation, grammar, or it was very simple in vocabulary and style. 3 = Speeches and greetings of the theme, with small exceptions. Speech is mostly intelligible and fluid, although
it may have some problems with pronunciation, grammar or vocabulary. It demonstrates a very automatic and fluid mastery of English, with notable lapses. 4 = Speech addresses and e meets topic. Speech has a fluid and well-accelerated flow, with only small lapses of pronunciation or grammar. It was coherent,
intelligible, complete, and shows an automatic and fluid master of English. Writing section The writing section is administered through two tasks. Each task is scored individually and totaled for a raw score. The tasks in the Writing Section are scored between 0 and 5, so a total gross score in this section is between 0 and
10. Here is the heading for the Writing Section: 0 = No writing, essay is not linked to the theme, or essay is not in English. 1 = Little or no response to the prompt, or assay is mostly incomprehensible. 2 = Essay follows a little theme, but shows significant difficulties in language, organization and development. It does not
use any or very few examples. 3 = Essay mainly follows the theme and has some general organization and development. It uses a few examples, but only vaguely connects them to the thesis or misses key points. There are some errors in grammar or vocabulary. 4 = Essays follows topic, but it is a bit disorganized or not
fully developed. The essay uses relevant examples, but lacks some clarity or connection between examples and thesis statement. 5 = Essays follows topic, is well developed and organized and uses relevant examples. It clearly links examples to the statement of the thesis. Essay demonstrates precise use of vocabulary,
grammar and sentence structure with some minor mistakes. Scaled scores The final TOEFL score (of 120) is the sum of the scaled score for each section (of 30). Scaled scores are what you'll see in your results report, so to prepare for the TOEFL, you need to know how to cover the raw score for staggered score for
each section. Note that each TOEFL exam is different, so this is just a guide and not an official conversion. Score sized Reading speaking reading 30 45, 44 34 24 10 29 43, 42, 41 33 23 — 28 40, 39 — 22 9 27 38, 37 32 — — 26 36 31 21 — 25 35, 34 30 20 24 33 29 19 — 23 32 — 18 — 22 31 28 17 7 21 3 0 — — 20 29
27 16 6 19 28 26 15 — 18 27 25 14 — 17 26 24 13 16 25 23 12 — 15 24 22 — 14 23 21 11 4 13 22 20 — 12 — 19 10 3 11 21 — 9 — 10 20 18 8 — 9 19 17 — — 8 18 16 7 7 7 7 17 17 15 — 6 — 14 6 — 5 16 13 5 14 12 12 4 — 3 14 11 3 — 2 13, 12 10 — 111, 10 9 2 — 0 9 and below 8 and below 1 , 00 NOTE : The ETS
tests listed here currently reflect the old format of the TOEFL exam instead of the TOEFL 2019. Updates are pending from ETS. In the meantime, these exams are still useful for practice and self-scoring (see our guide to using older TOEFL materials). And the scoring conversion charts in this post are designed for the
new test format. TOEFL practice tests don't come with an official scoring report some different good sources of TOEFL practice testing. You can get a total of 10 practical practical tests very own ToeFL iBT Tests Vol. 1 and Official Tests toefl iBT Vol. 2. These simulated TOEFL test collections both have software that
gives you a percentage score. Books also have printed answer keys so you can calculate your raw points. Unfortunately, this two-volume set has no charts to estimate your actual sized TOEFL scores. Now, here's good news: the Official Guide to the TOEFL has score conversion charts. These charts are based on tests
in the old PRE-2019 format of the TOEFL, so they are not a perfect match to predict your next toefl score. But they are very close, and should give you an accurate idea of what your scaled score will look like, relative to the percentage of questions you answer correctly. Not only that, but I made new tables that are based
on the Tables of the Official Guide, but are updated to the current version 2019 of the TOEFL. One more good news: If you've done the practice tests in the Official Guide, try the free Toefl Sample Test from Magoosh. Our premium toefl preparation also offers practical tests and personalized practice for you to take. (Try
our week-long free trial to get a taste of how Magoosh TOEFL preparation works.) Estimating your TOEFL score for the tests in the TOEFL Official Guide The Official Guide to the TOEFL Test has a total of 4 practical tests: the three in the book are the same as the three in the accompanying software. The tests that are
printed in the book come with score guides to convert your score to the official 120-point scale. However, on the CD-ROM you will only receive a percentage score, and in the case of open questions (such as the Writing section), your only scoring guide are the sample answers and comments from the evaluators about
them. Estimating your TOEFL score for the TOEFL Listening and toefl reading section can be done in a few ways. If you are doing practice tests in TOEFL OG, you can use the raw score-to-scale conversion charts of the book. Take your raw points from each section and convert these numbers to the 30-point scale,
using the charts in the response sections of the book. Note that each test in the OFFICIAL TOEFL Test Guide has had its own scoring conversion charts. This is because the number of raw points in the toefl reading and TOEFL listener varies from test to test. Estimating your toefl-sized score in other TOEFL practice tests
If you're using a different test from the three in the official guide, there are two ways to estimate your toefl-sized score. One way to estimate your TOEFL score for non-OG practice tests is to use simple math. The percentage of responses you hit in Read and Listen can be converted to a percentage of 30. Right of course,
because each section of the TOEFL has a maximum of 30 staggered points. If you get your TOEFL TOEFL speech and writing practice tests you can also convert these scores to percentages of 30. (See our post on the mathematics of estimating TOEFL scores.) This math-only approach can be useful. But there's a
downside. This method does not help you estimate how ETS can adjust your score. ETS always makes small adjustments when calculating your official score; is never as simple as a percentage-to-scale scoring conversion. Calculating adjusted toefl scores based on the Percentage Correction ETS is pretty secret about
how they adjust their scores. Still, the score conversion tables in the TOEFL OG give some tips on how scores are adjusted. Here at Magoosh, we look carefully at the score conversion tables in the Official Toefl Guide. Based on these tables, we made a chart to convert your percentage score into your adjusted scaled
score. Now remember, each individual practice test should scale slightly differently. Because of this, the conversion chart below is not perfect. But this chart should give you an approximate idea of your toefl score sized and adjusted. ToeFL Reading and TOEFL Listening Score Estimate Percentage of Correct Answers in
TOEFL Reading or ListeningApproximate scaled score 95-10030 86-9528-29 76-8526-27 66-7522-25 56-2 6518-21 46-5513-17 36-458-12 20-251-2 15-200-10-150 As I said, this chart is just a general guideline for your TOEFL scores. If your percentage is in the middle of your class, simply estimate the staggered score.
For example, let's say I've checked 72% in Reading and 68% in Listening. My read-sized score would be about 24, in the top half of the 66-75% range. My sized hearing score would be a 22 or 23, closer to the bottom of your track on the chart. Estimating your toefl writing scores for the writing section gets a little more
confusing. Eat your scores by comparing your essays with the examples given in the Official Guide or other punctuated Examples of ETS. (As those of this practice defined from the official website of the TOEFL.) Carefully check the quality of your essays by consulting the official toefl writing headings. Note which
features mentioned by the appraisers are also found in their essays and give yourself a score. You're going to end up with two numbers, one for each essay. Each number can be up to 5. Add that together. Once you have that number, you could just do the math. For example, if you think you have a 4 in the first writing
task and a 3 in the TOEFL 2 Writing Task, you can add them to get 7/10. That's 70%, and 70% of 30 is 21. So this could be your estimated score. Again, though, ETS gives some clues about additional tweaks to your score. Or rather, ETS gave clues in the past in the form of an official ETS document entitled ToeFL iBT
Scores. This document is no longer publicly available, unfortunately. The good news is that my colleagues and I able to get a copy of the document back when it was still on the ETS website. By carefully analyzing the ToeFL iBT Scores document, Magoosh created an additional graph to estimate his adjusted and scaled
score for TOEFL Writing. Use the table below to convert your score to the required 30-point scale (note that you will only have a score ending at .5 if you have two students reading your essays): TOEFL Writing Table Estimation Raw TOEFL Writing ScoreScaleD TOEFL Writing Score 00 0.54 15 1.57 28 2510 3 11 3,512
414 4,515 5,517 5,518 6,520 6,521 722 7,524 825 8,527 9,529 9,529 1030 Let's look again at the toefl writing score of 7 I referenced earlier. Again, let's say you give yourself a 4 in the independent task and a 3 in the integrated task. This total of 7 is a 21 if you only apply the percentage to the total of 30 points. But your
7 can actually convert to an adjusted score of 22, based on the ETS data and the table above. Estimating your toefl speech scores The process for the Speak section is similar to the Write section; the only problem is that it is harder to mark yourself in speaking (this should not prevent you from recording and criticizing
your answers, however). If you know someone who can rate their answers by speaking to you, then tell them that each of the four Speech tasks is worth a total of 4 points and show them the Talking Score Rubric in the Official Guide. (If you don't have the guide, the official toefl talking rubric is also available online.) Once
they have scored their answers, you can again simply apply percentages in the 30-point range of the TOEFL Speaking section. Or you can use the Magoosh table below to estimate your TOEFL score, based on the ETS Speaking conversion chart. (The original ETS chart for speech scores was in the ToeFL iBT Scores
Document I mentioned earlier, which was the basis for the hearing score estimation table above.) Use the chart below to convert your TOEFL Speaking score into an adjusted staggered score: TOEFL Speaking Score Estimation Table Raw TOEFL Speaking ScoreScaleD TOEFL Speaking Score 00 12 24 36 48 59 611
713 815 917 1019 1121 1223 1324 1426 1528 1630 If you can't get your speech responses evaluated, then, as in the Listen section, use the sample responses and comments provided in the section review to estimate your score. If I continue my sample scores, I get the following results: TOEFL SectionRaw
ScoreAdjusted Score Reading72%24 Listening68%22 Writing7 gross points222 Speaking13 gross points24 Don't forget that although these estimation charts are useful tools, the scores they give are not official. In the actual test, your final score will depend not only on percentages and conversion charts, but of the
relative difficulty of the specific test you did. There may also be other reasons why ETS ETS adjust your score. (As I said, ETS is a little secret about your process.) So calculate your practice test scores and use them to measure your progress and preparation, but don't be surprised if your official score is a slightly
different number. I hope this points you in the right direction and ultimately prevents you from having to resume the TOEFL because you didn't estimate it correctly. Another way to assess how ready you are to take the TOEFL is to sign up at Magoosh and enjoy our personalized practice sessions. The more practice you
do, and the more you understand why you lose certain questions, the better you will perform in the TOEFL! Toefl!
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